Weigh In Information

Swine
Must attend the May 20th tag in. They will remain on the trailer and be tagged. No weigh in.

Market Sheep
Must attend the May 20th weigh in. They will be weighed and tagged.

Prospect Beef
Option #1: Pre-register, Registration Forms Available at the Extension Office. Fill out and return with picture prior to weigh in to avoid long lines. (Calf does not qualify for Rate of Gain)

Option #2: Come to Weigh-in as usual, weighing is optional. (Must weigh to be eligible for Rate of Gain)

Market Goats
Must attend May 20th Weigh In. They will be weighed and tagged.

Please be sure to have all Required tags in the animals ear. RFID, SCRAPPIE Tags.
Spring Weigh-in/Tagging- Jim Alexanders, 4180 Farr Rd., Peck, 48466, MAY 20th, 2017 9a.m.-12 noon

-To help out with the busy time of Spring weigh-in/tagging, here is a aerial map to help with the hauling of animals for picking the correct lines to get into to reduce stress of animals while waiting.

-Note: nothing is changing from the past years just a helpful reminder for the new families attending.

-IF your hauling Prospect Beef, Swine or Sheep enter the first driveway to the north from Stilson Rd., you will get your Prospect taken care of and when you leave the barn head out toward road and your swine and sheep superintendents will tag your swine or tag/Weigh your sheep so your not having to get in another line.

-If your hauling just Swine or Sheep you will enter from the south (3rd driveway by the house), We Recommend hauling in from the south off East Griffin Rd. to north on Farr Rd. to help with traffic control on Farr Rd.

-Don't forget to grab a hot dog or snacks being offered in the barn and there is a porter-john on site.

-Any Questions or Concerns contact your project superintendents.

--Thanks again and have a great 4-H year to come.